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TO THOSE BACK HOME WHO WILL ALSO
BE GLAD WHEN WE GET BACK HOME!



THE SERVICEMEN it "Asiatic." It BO means that they've been in Nippon
word for it. They

too long. It means that they'll never ever be the same.
Their American customs have thrown in the social towel,
and Japanese customs have been tagged the winner.

After a jaunt to Japan the Gl speaks sayonara (so long,
buster, this is it, the end of the road, goodbye) to the
simple self that left the shores of America. He now walks
and talks, dines and dresses, acts and lives like the Japan-
ese. He has become definitely and deliriously Asiatic.

Outsiders tend to look upon Japan as a strange and
unusual country, but the serviceman who has lived in and
loved the life of Nippon doesn't see it that way at all.
His viewpoint is native. He is magically impressed with
the colorful, charming country, and when he gets back to
the home he left in America it is apparent that the im-
pression has been a very lasting one.
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THEIR off-duty hours the servicemen lay aside their
khaki, Marine greens, or Navy or Air Force blues.

Relaxing, they don a Japanese kimono (a colorful, flow-
ing, robe-like garment) and replace regulation shoes with
air-conditioned geta. They stow the service lingo ("What
the hell are ya doin'? ;' " I don't give a damn who he

got time in this outfit!") and they brush up on their

Then the truly Asiatic, outfitted in his charming costume,
roams the busy streets and bows and talks to Japanese
acquaintances in their native tongue.

To say the least, it is a brand new life for the ser-
viceman. And he makes the most of it. He has a "field
day" and the days pass fast and furiously. But the ser-
vicemen who are stationed from two to three years in
Japan have plenty of time to make the change from just
plain American to just plain Asiatic.

When We Get Back Home..., HUME
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BE ASIATIC in Japan is fine and it's fun because
gingerly the serviceman slips into the oriental
The Japanese come to look on him as "one of

Japanese families often adopt him. They slide
houses for him. At their home he

hours. His visits with them provide
indoctrination to the habits and

When We Get Back Home...g HUME

open the doors of their
spends many relaxing
a real and refreshing
customs of the Japanese.

Through the family, through other social channels or
through individual romantic maneuvers, he/meets a jo-san
(girl…san is a title of respect comparable to the American
Miss, Mrs., Mister, or Master). She captivates him with
her oriental charm and she makes his life busier and def-
initely brighter. She becomes a friend and a companion,
an interpreter and a guide. Before he knows it, she be-
comes his koibito (sweetheart) and he finds himself saying,

o aishi masu" (like the songs say,"Watakushi wa anata
d love you").
When it comes time for him to pack his bags and head

for the States, he finds it hard to leave the charmingthings he has found in Japan. It is so hard, in fact,there are some things he just refuses that

CUSTOMS
Adit3

INSPECTIONG

Here

A ATTRILO

to leave behind. HOW MUCH DUTY DOES HE PAY ON
SOMETHING HE'S DECLARED PRICELESS,? "

Trey
picture.
the boys."
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THE LONGER

When We Get Back Home.., HUME

he stays in Japan, the more alien be-
come the ways of America. Japan and the ways of

the Japanese are fascinating and the fascination flowers
long after the serviceman leaves the Far Eastern shore.

When he returns Stateside and once more settles in
Albuquerque or Schenectady or Columbia or Punxsutawney,
the Japanese customs he has cultivated buck the customs
of America. Pandemonium reigns in the GI's social realm.
The results are wonderfully weird, entertainingly exciting,
and daffily disastrous.

He gets back home and it strikes him as strange that
people in America should sit on chairs rather than on the
floor, that they should actually wear shoes inside the
house, and that they should say okay instead of dai-jobu.

I/

z

"YESSIR-EVERYTHING IS...UH...UH -WHAT
IS THE ENGLISH WORD FOR DAI JOBU?"
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meansDOZO a polite and pleasant people, it popsplease. And because the Japanese areinto their
conversation as often as does the word ne, a question-
mark word which apparently doesn't mean much of anything.
(For instance, "You pay money now, ne?"),

Brittle yet nice, the word dozo is typical of the lan-
guage. The Japanese often pronounce it with a rolling
sound, saying do-o-0-zo. The American equivalent to this
prolonged pronouncement is "pretty please with sugar.'

The Gl has a Fascinating, a frantic, and a downright
funny time learning the Japanese language. It is full of
weird and baffling structures. But in time, because he
likes to be able to talk to the people in their own lan-
guage, he doès learn at least the more common words
and phrases.

The Japanese apparently do the same. Because, more
often than not, when the serviceman says domo arigato
to a Japanese, he will say you're welcome; when the
serviceman says ohaiyo gozaimasu, he will say good morn-
ing; when the serviceman says konnichi wa, he will say
good afternoon; and when the serviceman says komban
wa, he will say good evening.

It's frustrating but fun.

When We Get Back Home.... HUME

DON'T JUST SAY
SAY

PASS THE BUTTER '
PASS THE BUTTER, DOZO

N
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andMIRTH ands% Japanese a negative question and ex-mix-up strike their zenith when a ser-

When We Get Back Home..., HUME

pects a simple "yes" or "no" for an answer. A Japanese
"yes" is an American. "no" and vice-versa. For instance,

if the Gl should ask, "You haven't gone yet?" a Japan-
ese would answer, "Yes, haven't."

This sort of double-talk places the serviceman in a rather
confusing and comical
an affirmative answer,

situation. He takes the "yes"
naturally, and the "I haven't"

a negative answer. English books say that two negatives
make an affirmative-but what do an affirmative and
negative make? To the Japanese it makes a negative; to
the serviceman it makes nothing at all.

the GI catches on and even when
the land where "yes" is a "yes"
he is apt to stick to the Japan-

But sooner or later
gets back home, in

'nó" is a "no",
ése verbal shenanigans.

*FOR THE LAST TIME- YES, I' DON'TWANT ANY!"

for
for

he
and
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THisSERVICEMAN knows that he has been in Japan
time when he shockingly realizes that he under-

stands almost every word the Japanese are saying. In the
beginning it sounded like SO much verbal hodge-podge;
but soon the words start taking separate shapes and. the
GI finds himself putting a nanji and a desuka together
and asking "what time is it?"

A large percentage of the people in heaven must be
Japanese because there are no swear words in the Japan-
ese language. But some of the Japanese words are so
static and hard-sounding that to the stranger's ear they
register naughty and not so nice. Even a simple everyday
greeting, like Ikaga desuka?" (How are you?), is liable
to be misinterpreted.

Back home the miliiary wanderer may try to impress a
charming tass with his suave command of languages. The
lady, however, on hearing such strange sounds from a
stranger's voice box, may be anything but impressed.

When We Get Back Home..., HUME
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*ALL I SAID TO HER WAS-7*1+44 Thin!"
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BE AL SE Corpice, wordiner liableto get twisted on
Japanese iS a shing-

When We Get Back Home...bu HUME

aret. But most of the time it is simply called tabacco,
because the Japanese use the word for all smokes-
cigarets, cigars and even pipes. And it's always tabacco,
cho-dai (give me.).

In popularity, the Japanese equivalent to Luckies, Ches-
terfields and Camels are Peace, Hikari (Ray of Sun) and
Shinsei (Restoration of Life). The Japanese cigarets, tast-
ing a sukoshi (little) musty, do not make big hit with
the serviceman. Even the Japanese, when given a choice,
prefer American cigarets.

Interesting to note about a cigaret in Japan is when
it comes time for the serviceman to light one when he
is in a bar, cabaret or a restaurant. The truth is that he
never does. Somewhat magically a boy-san or girl-san'
-is always there with a winning smile and flaming match.
It is only another of the very pleasant touches of hospi-
tality rendered in a very pleasant and hospitable country.

SHINGARETTE HOLDER *IT'S

16, :*
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RES HAD BeANIES
) ESTAURANT service in Japan is wonderful. The cor-

when the customer enters. No sooner
get inside the door than the waitress or the bus

When We Get Back Home... HUME
does he
boy or the manager will bow and say,

letters add up to spell a
"Irrasshiai-mase."

welcome to the

As soon as the customer is seated the smiling waitress
speeds to his table. She brings an oshibori, wet towel,
neatly rolled and placed in a small wicker basket. This is
for cleaning the hands before eating, and if the patron
wishes, for wiping the brow.

In the restaurant it appears to the American that there
is one waitress whose job is to do nothing but fill water
glasses. A diner's water glass Is never empty because no
sooner does he swallow the last drop than she is there
to pour him more. After the meal, which for some reason
is always delicious, the customer leaves to a parade of
more bowing and to the tune of "thank you very much,

very much, please come again."
about the Japanese restaurant is

get that I'm-a-heel feeling when he
Can't afford to leave tip. The Japanese do not really
expect it. When they are tipped, they consider it favor

nice thing
GI doesn't

and a compliment,
guy a decent meal a gesture that will guarantee

place again.
V OF COURSE I SAID BRING

ME A WET TOWEL!

All those
American.

thank you
Another

that the

HUME
not
in the a

U
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IF THE BIG BAD WOLF were flesh and blood insteadmere fiction, the Japanese would have cause for
worry. In the old storybook tradition, he could huff and
puff and blow their house down.

Japanese houses are small and fragile. They are made
of wood that is never painted (because the Japanese like
their. houses pure and simple). Very seldom are they made
of brick or stone. The windows and doors are paper and
sticks of wood. But the small houses are inviting and
cozily confining. There is not the cold, unlived-in at-
mosphere often common to a big house of brick or stone.

The serviceman who spends many months in Japan
comes to look on the wood-and-paper houses of Nippon
with approval. And when the time finally comes for him
to build his own abode in the States, he has made up
his mind as to exactly what kind of house he wants.

When We Get Back Home... HUME
MOI TOUAT?MOD

YM A9 MI

1101111

I'M SORRY - BUT WE CAN'T BUILD YOU A
HOUSE OUT OF NEWSPAPERS AND MATCHSTICKS!

EMPA

4
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OF THE FINEST Japanese customs is the shed-
of Footgear on entering the house.

When We Get Back Home..., HUME

shoes, it gives
of the wiggle

Besides sav-
person the

of his toes.
It's relaxing and -comfortable-and would be easy on the
rugs, if there were rugs in a Japanese room. Instead, the
rooms are laid with tatami, thick straw mats. Only bare
or stocking-covered feet are supposed to touch the mats,
but Japanese sometimes tread them wearing slippers of
the mule variety.

Wearing no shoes in the house eliminates the danger
of dragging dirt and mud into the rooms. These earthy
housecleaning evils remain on the shoes, which remain on
the doorstep, which is in a kind of vestibule between
the outside and inside sliding doors.

La
" SEE IT's VERY SIMPLE • AND SAVES
A LOT OF HOUSECLEANING, TOO! "

O ding
ing wear
chance to

and tear
feel the

on the
freedom

a

:
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SHIP IN G DOORS A DOC O PEST are Are especially nice when a person

When We Get Back Home...bu, HUME

to swing open. He merely
door and it slides on back.

has no doorknob to turn or door
eases his shoulder against the

The Japanese sliding door, called shoji, is a simple
thing. Over its wooden framework is pasted paper, and
the paper must be changed at least once a year. The
portal is rather Flimsy but it performs wonders in preserv-
ing the heat of the room and spiking the ventilation.

They are not the sort of doors to have around, however,
when throwing a biiru party. (Biru sounds like and is beer.
But this beer is usually Nippon, Asahi, or Kirin, and it
comes in large economy-sized bottles.) When the ser-
viceman falls against a Japanese door, it isn't he who
suffers; it is the door. Sticks splinter. Paper windows
flap right out. In short, all hell breaks loose.

But the Gl gets used to the sliding doors and if he
is frequent visitor to places Japanese, he forgets the
feel of a doorknob in his hand. And back Stateside, he
believes that swinging doors shouldn't swing at all-theyshould slide.

"WHATSA MATTER WITH THE DOOR ?...
IT WON'T SLIDE!"

TURN T

17
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their
rooms with furniture. In fact, the rooms are so simply

furnished that, at first glance, one gets the impression
that the occupants have just moved out. There are no
floor lamps and few table lamps; there usually is just

ceiling. denki (light). Most of the other fragments of
furniture that sprout in the rooms of an• American's home
are conspicuous by their absence.

The rooms are dotted with a dresser, a stand for
radio, a flower-filled vase, and, in winter, the hibachi.
There are takusan (many, lots, much, the amount the ser-
viceman wants on payday) large, square pillows. These are
not for resting the head but for resting the knees when
squatting on the haunches. They are, in effect, chairs.

Like Mother Hubbard's cupboard, it's rather bare situa-
tion. But when one comes right down to it, what does
a person need all the other pieces of furniture for any-
way ? Think of the dusting it saves okusan (the little
woman, the lady you gave your heart to, your wife.)

THE JAPANESE do not believe in cluttering up

When We Get Back Home... HUME

A

WE DON'T NEED FURNITUREsO I SOLD IT ! 4

NE

04-0-2%

rentwe

MOVING
(*0)

.
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MANY PIECES of furniture there are not in a Japan-
Lese room but one there is always--and that is a big,

round table with short, stubby legs. It is THE piece of
furniture.

Here, all the meals are eaten. Here, the endless cups
of green tea are drunk. Here, card and other table games

played. The Japanese sink to their knees and, like
knights of old, spend hour after hour at the round

When We Get Back Home... HUME

The serviceman likes the sane and simple set-up of the
Japanese room. There isn't much of anything butItthing he needs is there. may
plenty comfortable. It's the
even after he leaves Nippon,
to be made in his Stateside

His family and friends may
alterations
that the man knows what he's

every-
not be luxurious but it is
sort of comfort he craves

some changes are liable

take a dim view of the
at first, but when they try it they'll discover

doing.

NOW-EVERYONE SIT STILL UNTIL I CUT
DOWN THIS TABLE AND THEN WE'LL ALL

BE NICE AND COMFORTABLE!"

v. Gi.

are
the
table.

SO
home.

HUME
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A lOo RE of little tArT floor I o S sp space called are as all fukos: the bed an
ese needs. (It is interesting to note that the
pillows are commonly stuffed with buckwheat husks, and
this unusual stuffing keeps the sleeper's head wonderfully
cool.) The mattress and the pillow, with heavy quilt-
like blanket, are pitched on the floor every night at bed-
time, and every morning they are put away in a closet.

Sleeping on the floor offers many advantages. One
does not have to trot from one side to the other of an
elevated wooden frame to make a bed. One does not
need a night table, or the shelf space featured in the
Hollywood type bed, because the floor which sprawls all
around the sleeper places everything in easy reach. And
one doesn't need to worry about falling out of bed be-
cause there, is no place to fall from.

When We Get Back Home..., HUME

Laramd!

*NOW-EVEN IF YOU DO FALL OUT YOU
WON'T GET HURT!"

small, harda Japan-
baby-sized r
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THE HIBACHI-although it looks like a giant flowerpot--is not for flowers. It is an elaborate and decora-
tive charcoal burner used to heat the house.

The hibachi is the American's
Itplace all rolled into one.

the Japanese home. It is
ture, strategically placed

Besides providing a
serves as a kind of
their friends. Here
flows fast and freely.

furnace, stove and fire-
the only heater used in
striking piece of furni-

very
camping ground
they gather to

If the back fence is the conversation site for American
housewives, then the hibachi in Japan is samo-samo. (As
you may have guessed, samo-samo means not different.)

When We Get Back Home...b, HUME

KIE

"NO- NO -NO - I WAS GONNA USE IT
TO HEAT THE HOUSE! "

d

a
in

is
very

the room.
glowing warmth,

for the
swap news,

the hibachi
family and

which
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SNoWS lesS, are scarce during a Japanese winter but,the winter months are cold and biting.
What the Japanese lack in mechanical heat, like furnaces
and stoves, they more than make up for by wearing ta-
kusan clothing. Underclothing, shirts, and jackets are at
least doubled. Fortified by all this extra apparel, they
are quite content with only the 'heat of the hibachi.

The charcoal container actually does little more than
warm the hands, so the Japanese also have a Footwarmer,
called a kotatsu. This is a small, square box of charcoals
outfitted in a wooden- framework. As a toe heater, it is
suteki (like a canceled military inspection--it's "wonder-
ful"). And even on the coldest days, as they sit well-
bundled in clothes, warming their hands over the hibachi,
warming their feet over the kotatsu, and snuggled under
the quilts, the Japanese are as warm and as comfortable
as the richest tenant of the Waldorf!

Some Americans, however, used to the circulating heat
of gas furnace, may not appreciate the invigorating at-
mosphere of the hibachi.

When We Get Back Home.., HUME

HUME

THIS IS INTERESTING BUT LET'S
JUST TURN ON THE GAS FURNACE

: -.
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/CHI-BAN (above all others, number one) decoration in
a Japanese room is the flower arrangement. It is an art

performed with care, even with a sort of devotion. It is
called ike-bana (pronounced e-kay-bahn-ah).

Like Adam and Eve, there is a male and female style
of arrangement. In the female style (unlike Eve) the follow-
ing arrangement ideas are kept in mind: (1) the arrange-
ment must be made to symbolize heaven, man, and earth,
(2) the uppermost twig symbolizes heaven, (3) the bent
twig on the left symbolizes man, and (4) the lowest twig
on the branch, symbolizing earth, iS on the right. So de-
tailed is the floral operation that the flowers and vases
must be of a precise height.

Refined simplicity is the mark of Japanese art and the
flower arrangement is no exception. But to the ser-
viceman, the process appears somewhat intricate and he
is struck with amazement at the calculated beauty of the
plant. But amazement soon turns to admiration and

lovingly stacking the petaled twigs.

his
he, too, finds himself

When We Get Back Home...bu HUME

I DON'T CARE WHAT THEY CALL IT -
IT'S VERY PRETTY AND NOT ICKY !!"

;

LEO
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THE JAPANESE have clever way of hanging clothesdry. Sometimes the clothes are hung on a clothes-
line of rope, but most of the time they are slung through
bamboo poles. The pole slides into the sleeves or trous-
ers leg of the garments and they hang there looking like
fashionable scarecrows. Hung in this fashion, the clothes
fill with wind and dry rapidly.

Clothes poles are only one of the many services ren-
dered by Japan's top commodity, bamboo. It also provides,
among many other things, chopsticks for the diner, um-
brellas for the rainwalker, bow and arrows for the archer,
Fans for the sun-drenched, writing brushes for the artist,
baskets for the farmer, water conveying pipes for the
plumber, handbags for the housewife, and endless orna-
ments for the house.

Back home on washday, the serviceman's wife may not
Find bamboo handy but, to the dismay of the returned
husband, this will not prevent her from hanging her
clothes Japanese style.

When We Get Back Home...buy HUME

HUME

SURE -I TAUGHT YOU THAT-BUT
WHY USE MY BEST FISHING POLES?

.., -.Lo...

,
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TE THERE'S A BOY in the family under ten years old,
_ Japanese houses add a new spark of color every year
about the fifth of May. A large paper fish, a carp, bril.
liantly colored, flies from the roof of the house or from
the top of a long pole set in the garden. This is the
time of the Boys' Festival.

The wind fills the balloon-like, flying carp, and as it
soars in the sky it appears to be swimming fish. Usually
a carp flies for each son in the family, and the older the
boy, the larger the carp. The carp is a fitting symbol for
the growing boy because it typifies surging power strength,
and ambition.

The Boys' Festival is only
held in Japan. There are many,
the year, among them a Doll
third day of the third month, girls display in the best
room of the house the exquisite ceremonial dolls that
have been handed down from generation to generation.

Festivals are good times and happy times and no one
is left out because there seems to be certain time for
honoring just about everything and everybody.

one of the many festivals
many others throughout

Festival for girls. On the

When We Get Back Home...bu, HUME
1 y
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"NOW EVERYONE WILL KNOW WE HAVE
A BOY!!"



STOP PAN the G
in Japan is an eye-opening experience. Ex-large stores in the large cities, like Tokyo,

Osaka, and Yokohama, all the shops are small and very,
crowded, with merchandise. They are sO crowded thatvery

the shopper barely has room to maneuver. And much of
the merchandise, on stands, spills out into the sidewalk-
when there is a sidewalk.

There is something of a carnival atmosphere about the
shops. There are rows and rows of them. They are color-
ful and inviting. Everything is on display for the shopper
to see at •a glance.

When they go shopping, the Japanese do not end up
carrying bags and boxes. Instead, they are equipped with
a large, square cut of cloth, usually of brilliant color.
Its four ends are tied into a knot for a handle, and in-
side the cloth are placed the purchased items.

The typical mama-san on a typical shopping spree pre-
sents a very colorful picture as she makes the rounds of
the bright little shops, outfitted in her bright kimono,
and carrying her bright little shopping bundle.

And the serviceman who stays in Nippon too long soon
acquires a neat little bundle of his own. (Shopping bundle,
that is).

When We Get Back Home... HUME

HUME

SEE - DADDY'S BEEN SHOPPING AGAIN 14
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a serviceman lands in Japan he waves saÿonara
to American dollars, dimes, and nickels, and bows in

greeting to the Japanese currency--yen. Stacking 360
to the dollar, yen comes in varied shapes and sizes. Paper
bills are printed For 1, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1,000 yen,
and there are 1-, 5-, and 10-yen coins. Yen bills are large
and the serviceman can build a towering pile of them
through 100s and still not have enough okane (the stuff
the Gl pays back on payday-money) to do the town. A
one-yen note is a rather worthless bit of currency be-
cause it won't buy much more than a small piece of ribbon

When We Get Back Home..., HUME

for girl-san's jet hair.
When purchasing from a Japanese merchant, the GI's

brain gets quite a workout. He is continually making a
mental conversion of the yen price into greenback price.
And figuring the not-so-round number of 360 yen to the
dollar -when a yen amount is quoted at, say, 9,250-can
result in complete mental chaos.

• THIRTEEN DOLLARS, HUH ?
HOW MUCH IS THAT IN YEN

WHEN

11, o
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BESIDES A packing O REdOhuge quantities of yen (on payday
the day after), the, serviceman also car-

ries military payment certificates. The MPC, for use only
in United States military establishments by United States

personnel, bears an uncanny resemblance to
money.

Carrying both currencies, yen and script, the serviceman s
wallet becomes a crowded container. The pocket-size bill-
fold is stuffed out of proportion and the hip pocket sags
under its weight. About this time Mr. Moneybags decides
to find larger money bags. He does, and the monetary
transportation problem is considerably eased.

When he gets back to the land of greenbacks and coins
and his old yen carrier is displayed, people may not su-
spect that it is merely an overgrown wallet. Admiring
females are inclined to believe that it is the latest thing
in madam's handbags.

When We Get Back Home... HUME

R

• IT IS NOT A *BEAUTIFUL BAG'-
IT'S MY OLD YEN WALLET "

authorized
Monopoly
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FEW GLOWING neon lights and blazing banners onbig billboards carry the name of the Japanese stores
and shops. The name appears on a large, square cut of
cloth -split in the middle--called a noren. This hangs in
front of the entrance and when the customer enters he's
just got to notice it. (When making the rounds of the
sake houses he may not notice the noren. It fact, he may
not even notice a 21-gun salute, if it should blast in his

The noren is split so it will easily part when the patron
enters. The stranger to Japanese stores, restaurants, and
sake houses, however, is inclined to believe that it is torn,
ripped, and not methodically sliced at all.

Besides flashing the name of the establishment and
advertising a product, the noren shouts, in Japanese charact-
ers, welcome and thank you for calling. Maido arigato
gozaimasu, it says. These words are also delivered, song-
like, by the employees when customer enters. Even
when leaving a Japanese movie theater, the words are
shouted by a row of usherettes to the moviegoer.

With such verbal pleasantries beamed his way, the ser-
viceman finds a return to the establishment irresistible.

WhenWe Get Back Home...by HUME
PENING

SOON • TED'S'
1844 4 811

JOE'S VETERANS,
VETERAN'S • CAFE S* CAFE

*YEAH, JOE YOU GOT A NOVEL SIGN
BUT WON'T PEOPLE THINK IT'S TORN

ear.)
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AFTER MAN, bill, the the serviceman Levicenar cultivates the knack offumble (and a staggering

handling "Japanese silverware"- the chopsticks. Many em-
barrassing moments flower in the learning process, but
practice and patience eventually bring their reward. And
the GI's reward is a fabulous feeling of pride as he sho-
vels rice and latches onto meat and vegetables with the
best of them.

Wooden chopsticks, much like giant splinters, are often
used by the Japanese. They are bought for practically
nothing and after the meal can simply be thrown away.
The more elaborate chopsticks, made of plastic or from
cow's horns or horse's bones, are a bright addition to the
Japanese dinner table. They come in violent and varied
colors and some of them are beautifully designed with
dragons and flowers.

The serviceman who follows the saying "When
do as the Romans' soon becomes a close friend
chopstick and a' sorry stranger to the knife and

When We Get Back Home ...by HUME
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WHEN the serviceman heads Stateside he takes with
him many mementos of Nippon. Ichi-ban (number one)

on his souvenir list is a pair of chopsticks. Along with
chinaware and silken pajamas, chopsticks are looked upon
with wonder and delight by the folks at home. (Their
favorite expression: "What the hell are these?")

But unless Statesiders are properly indoctrinated by the
military traveler, they may not completely understand their
purpose. They may attempt to use them for other things.
His father or brother may use them to stir his highball.
His mother or wife may attempt to use them as knitting
needles. They'll discover that they'll stir a drink but theydefinitely won't knit a sweater.

And the serviceman discovers that the folks at home
sometimes act in mighty strange ways. So desu. (That'sright.)

When We Get Back Home... y HUME

Lan

HemE

BUT DARLING - I DON'T THINK
YOU CAN KNIT WITH 'EM M

0
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LETTERS FROM
When We Get Back Home..., HUME

HOME never fail to remind the GI
that among other things (tea sets, paintings, Japanese

dolls, Fans, ivory statues, cameras, binoculars) mother would
like a nightgown (preferably of pure silk), father would like
a smoking jacket (preferably lined with pure silk), sister
would like a pair of pajamas (preferably pair of cute red
ones made of pure silk), and brother would like a jacket
(preferably with a big green dragon on the back and made
of pure silk.)

Fortunately (or unfortunately) the serviceman is in the
right country to purchase such exquisite apparel. And the
cost is not too frightening. There are beautiful clothes
of nylon, rayon, and brocade, but the best of all are the
clothes of pure silk. They catch the GI's eye and the
family usually gets .what it asks for.

The serviceman soon takes silk that is pure for granted
and other materials-just plain silk, for instance- leavehim rather cold.

JUST PLAIN SILK ! *HUH
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BUS IP RES KICK AN eon up ere En dire for the Japanese. It is
fine summer

When We Get Back Home...y HUME
breeze, the fan

used as a - bellow for a charcoal fire. t is used to adver-
tise business and merchandise. It is an extra special give-
away when purchase is made at à fashionable shop. It
is a tool of the trade for the wrestling match umpire.

The fans are split bamboo, beautifully dressed in paper.
The fans are any color and all colors. The fans are plain
and designed with sunrises and flowers and Mt. Fuji. The
fans are small and large. The fans are cheap and expen-sive. The fans are fabulous.

There is the folding type fan, the sensu, and there is
the uchiwa, the fan that is always open. In olden times
the Japanese were never fully dressed unless they carried

sensu. Even now it is a vital part of the bride's wed-ding outfit.

Women in Japan aren't the only ones who flutter fans.
Men, too, carry them and use them. The wind-whippers
get a vigorous workout from July through September, the
very hot months in Japan, and part of the workout is
rendered by the serviceman, who happily figures that what
IS good enough for papa-san is good enough for him.

romE

W
AIR CONDITIONING - PHOOEY!"
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THE SAD ANE-SEMANDKERCHIEF; one is chirigami (dust Sleenex paper) and or toiletsa-
kuragami (cherry paper). Chirigami is plain and cheap and
sakuragami is smooth and more expensive.

Whether to blow the nose, wipe the lipstick, or serve
other purposes, the paper is always carried by the Japan-
ese. Mama-san conveniently tucks it inside her kimono
where the garment folds over the chest. -Papa-san stuffs
it into his pocket. Girl-san packs it into her handbag.

But the best paper of all. is origami (folding paper). The
kids-and the older folks too have a great time with it.
They fold the paper into hats and boxes and dolls and
boats and birds. Origami is white or blue or green or red
or amber or yellow, and the splash of its color is as im-
mense as its popularity, especially among the youngsters.

But sooner or later, like everything else, the serviceman
discovers the different and delightful form of recreation.
And from then on he, too, enters the creative world of
the paper-folding artists.

When We Get Back Home.., HUME

HONZ

4
N THIS IS THE MOST EXCITING

THING I LEARNED IN JAPAN
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SARAN' COMPANIES BIO HE ANIES Inadverti advertise little a to soap the Japanese. Theythat floats, but

never use soap in the bathtub so they aren't concerned
whether it rides the water or plunges out of sight.

A Japanese completely soaps his body before entering
the tub. Then he "rinses himself clean and shiny by pour-
ing small bucketsfull of water over his frame.

Soaping before a bath is fine practice but soaping
before a shower is not recommended procedure. Stubborn
showers have been known to yield no water and the
victim is left soaped from head to toe, his eyes blinking
with a Burning glow. (Author's note: the foregoing state-
ment is prompted by an acquaintance with Navy showers.
It is safe to assume, however, that it also applies to
showers of the Army, Air Force, and Marines.)

After the outside-the-tub soaping and rinsing, the Japan-
ese steps into the water--and it is takusan atsui (very hot).
Now there is nothing for him to do but sit back and
relax because all the rubbing and scrubbing has been done.
When he finishes his bath he does not empty the tub
because each member of the family, one after another,
uses the same bath water. The oyu (hot water) is not tobe wasted.

In some Japanese bath houses there is girl-san to
scrub .the bather's back. She will also, without encourage-
mentor thanks, push down on his shoulders when he
gets one foot in the tub but can't muster the • nerve to
drag the rest of him into the steaming oyu.

When We Get Back Home...y HUME
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LICE IFE IN IN dAis JAPAN schoolings isfascinating experience for the ser-
in the customs of the country

When We Get Back Home.., HUME
knows no recess. He continually learns new rules of be-

follow him into the little
ordinarily of secondary considera-

havior. Such learning will even
room where behavior is
tion.

no challenge. Their structure is
chairlike. But a Japanese benjo-frequently called banjo
by American newcomers to Nippon-is in class of its
own. It is a small porcelain-trimmed opening in the floor.

One end of it, whose only purposé is to give a person
his bearings, is raised. The uninitiated faces a simple prob-
lem of facing that isn't as simple as it seems. Does one
face north or south or east or west?

Actually one is supposed to face the raised end of the

Stateside toilets offer

benjo, holding onto
nuity, or luck. But
usually ends up in
by interior motives.

nothing, trusting
the stranger to

any direction-his
to experience, inge-
the Japanese benjo

decision prompted

*AFTER YOU GET IT FIXED -WHICH WAY
DO WE FACE?

\



Risking Yes propelled thing of a the the decenore past. A few of the foot-runner are fast
When We Get Back Home... HUME

men can still be seen in quaint and shrine-studded towns
like Kamakura, but most of them have run right out of
the oriental scene. The rickshaw men have relaxed a su-
koshi (little). They've hopped onto the seat of bicycle
and now pedal their fares. Some of the' rickshaw bikes
are even slung with a motor now, and this undoubtedly
marks the beginning of a new and fabulous era.

The drivers huff and puff when the road tips upward
and they smile contentedly when coasting downhill. And
while rickshaw-san keeps the wheels whirling, the pas-
senger sits back, soaks in the sunshine, and enjoys the
scenery. Train and taxi travel are faster, but for an ichi-
ban ride the Gl goes by rickshaw. 100 yen, about two
bits, takes him long way.

For the rainy weather--and there is takusan rainy wea-
ther in Japan-the rickshaw driver tosses a canopy over
the buggy. And there the passenger sits, in kind of
rectangular tent, as cozy as baby-san bundled onto mama-san's back.

*NOW YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN
SPENDING MONEY!"

6
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d very young baby,
more than two months old, strapped to his mo-

ther's back. He wonders: Is he all right back there? Isn't
he uncomfortable, afraid? Then he sees mama-san turn her
head to the infant, smile reassuringly, and he knows that
everything is dai-jobu.

If he should cry, mama-san merely sways to and fro,
and her body movement does far better lullaby job than
any rocking chair or swaying cradle. About ninety per cent
of the Japanese mothers follow the "on back" custom.
When making an exceptionally long trip, mama-san trans-
ports baby-san by buggy. But for the short trips, she finds
it easier and speedier to carry him Indian fashion.

It is an occasional treat for American youngsters to win
a piggy-back ride aboard their dad. But in Japan the piggy-
back ride is an everyday occurrence for the youngsters
and they aren't very much impressed.

VERY OFTEN the serviceman sees

When We Get Back Home..., HUME

FRANKLY- I THINK THEY'RE OLD
ENOUGH TO WALK!
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Monoa shoes. But many, especially the country folk andAND MORE of the Japanese are taking to wear-

the staunch, older natives, cling to the wearing of geta.
Geta are wooden-platformed affairs strung with a color-

ful. thong that slides in between the big and second toes.
The thongs are made of velvet or cotton or silk brocade
and feel good sandwiched in the "tootsies." The unusual
Japanese footgear can be slipped into and out of with
the twinkle of an oriental eye. In land where footgear
is removed more than it is worn, they are immensely prac-tical.

Japanese kids, two and three years old, are also out-
fitted in geta. The serviceman-whose early attempts at
wearing the novel shoes did not meet with complete
success--is somewhat amazed and ashamed that the kids
should navigate in them with such doggone ease.

Made of wood as they are, geta make clop-clop sound
that outdoes the finest product of a sounds-effect man
on the finest western radio program. And they are great
when it rains because there are special extra-elevated geta
that are equipped with foot covering.

Shoes get soggy and feet get damp, but when resting
the feet on the wooden platforms the wearer can roam
through puddles with complete Asiatic abandon.

When We Get Back Home.., HUME

*DADDY WAS RIGHT - HE DOESN'T
GET HIS FEET WET.
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J SR ANE S EL YOUNGSTERS, ore empeingly will behaved.them crying or acting
up. They are comparatively timid and shy, and it usually
takes great deal of coaxing conversation to win them
over. (*I have candy, gum, dolls, baseballs!")

Many of the Japanese kids will sit perfectly still and
quiet even when getting their first haircut and that, par-
ents from all corners of the world will attest, is an ac-
complishment bordering on the miraculous.

In fact, the haircut itself borders on the miraculous. It
is the classic "bowl" type, highlighted by bangs that mis-
chievously manage to give the kodomo (child) cute-as-
a-button appearance.

Mamie, the president's lady, may have started a bang
craze in the States, but she's got nothing on millions of
Japanese baby-sans. It's old stuff to them.

When We Get Back Home... y HUME
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HoME

SURE- THAT'S THE WAY I WANTED IT!!*
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A THOUGH I INSOON SIN BRO RES I 0 In In on toWhen We Get Back Home...m HUME
the Japanese youngsters still wear them. The boys' uni-
form is a nifty outfit. Black coat and pants with buttons
of gold and a peaked cap. The kids look like train con-
ductors in miniature.

To the utter
Forces stationed

humiliation of the United States Naval
in the Far East, some of the Japanese

girls also wear a school uniform. It is Navy blue dress
with the large, square-cut, sailor collar. Sometimes, in a
shop or on a train, a sailor will find himself standing next
to group of the naval clad schoolgirls and he will no-
tice their eyes move from their dresses to his uniform.
Their giggles are never quite stifled. And the sailors never
quite forgive the Navy for clinging to their clothing tradi-tions.

An American
fitted in dungarees, T-shirt, and sneakers. But if his dad
has been to Nippon and if his dad has brought his son
back a clothing presento (with or without the "o", it's
what Japanese girls love to get), the uniform of jeans may
be replaced with a new one. The new outfit is not quite
as comfortable, perhaps, but it's much more striking.

youngster prefers to dash to school out-

OKAY, T'LL WEAR IT - BUT YOU'LL HAFTA
HELP ME LICK EVERY KID IN THE BLOCK
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TT'S SAID that the Japanese are short because of their
habit of squatting on the floor. Such practice was even
common in schoolrooms of the past. But today the young-
sters in school and elsewhere are seated on chairs and
benches, and the new generation of Japanese is growing
taller.

A mere vigorous schedule of outdoor and indoor games
is also developing healthier, stronger, and taller bodies.
Judo is the famed sport of Japan. And the serviceman is
stunned (figuratively, when he watches; literally, when he
participates) by the skill with which the small, harmless-
looking people go at the game.

The American six-feet or taller virtually assumes gigantic
proportions in a crowd of Japanese. Even the serviceman

height can look over most of the Japanese

When We Get Back Home... HUME

America, though, the picture changes.

% REMEMBER WHEN WEUSED TO FEEL SO TALL ? "

of average
heads.

Back in
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JAPAN has many , fines noamronderful things, le

When We Get Back Home..., HUME,
U

has
friendly people. It has charming and colorful customs.

It has enchanting shrines and temples. t has the saintly
and majestic Mt. Fuji. It has all of these and many, many
more, but there is one thing it does not have.

And that is a blonde.
All the Japanese are brunettes. Their hair and their

eyes are dark and their complexion is ruddy. They are à
handsome people and there are as many beautiful girls in
Japan as there are in any other country, but the fact re-
mains--there are no blondes.

Unless the serviceman is stationed near the large cities,
where WACs, DACs and American dependents are based,

blonde. When he gets back home and
does see a girl with flowing white tresses, he is inclined
to stare because she has become a very strange-and
very welcome-sight.

he never sees a

SHE SURE LOOKS STRANGE
BUT I LIKE HER !!

10
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NOW AND THEN the serviceman views (usually with
alarm) a Japanese woman sporting the oriental picture

book hair-do. Immense piles of hair are stacked on her
head and through them run combs and flowers and other
attractive odds-and-ends. The Geisha Girl especially is
noted for this flamboyant coiffure.

When it comes time for the hair-dressed lady to hit
the sack it is understandable that she does not wish to
have her elaborate hair-do hit the rocks. To preserve hair-
do order, she rests her head on a roll of cloth supported

When We Get Back Home...g HUME

by a block of wood. This
hang free, unmolested and
cularly comfortable pillow,mirror.

And when the
is wavy, crew-cut, or
pillow he wants.

permits her head and hair to
un-mussed. It's not a parti-
but it saves hours before a

serviceman gets home-whether his hair
vanishing--he knows what kind of

BROUGHT ONE FOR EACH OF US.!"
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THE AMERICAN GIRL's, blouse features in front aplunging neckline, but the plunging neckline of the
Japanese girl's kimono is on the back. Gls think this is
a wicked turn of events but, at second glance, they dis-
cover that the back of a pretty girl's neck can also be
• splendid part of the anatomy.

Japan's renowned Geisha Girl places much stake on the
back of her neck. When she wears the towering hair-do
and the bright, flowing kimono she is covered and be-
decked from head to toe. But the neck is conspicuous
because of the backside plunge of the kimono. And the
neck is charming because Geisha Girls bewitchingly powder
the hairline above their neck. The serviceman is, to saythe least, fascinated.

The Geisha Girl is the perfect partner for the tired
Japanese businessman or serviceman. Their wish is her
command. She sees to it that the moments are never
dull. She is the mistress of song and dance. She is the
queen of oriental fashion and etiquette. She does her
job, the job of entertaining, with charm and grace. And
rightly so, because she has been trained in the ways of
an entertainer from the time she was about fifteen yearsold.

She has many talents and many fascinating features
but for some reason the most fascinating of all, to the
serviceman, is the back of her lovely neck.

When WeGet Back Home..., HUME

IS MY NECK REALLY
SO FASCINATING ? '



A BORA PANG THE, of COAST thousands of of Japan them. there All sizes and
shapes. Fishing is a major industry in the small country.
And in the fishing villages mama-san helps papa-san dragin the catch.

When fishing
or working in the field in the blazing

sun of summer, propriety gives way to practicality and
the women do as the men. They shed their clothes
the waist up and slice their clothes to

new-to-Nippon
the waist down.
no one is much

Except for
impressed.

minimum
servicemen,

Fish reigns supreme in Japan. Not only by keeping the
fisherman in the chips (not fish 'n chips) but also by

highlighting every menu. Fish is cheap and that is the
main reason why it is preferred to meat. Meat is expen-
sive and many of the Japanese simply cannot afford it.

Fish is also a popular food in the States, but the sum-
mer dress for fishing, a la Nippon, is not likely to be-
come very popular-at least not as far as the women areconcerned.

When We Get Back Home..., HUME

HOME

* ARE YOU SURE THIS IS THE
WAY THEY DRESS TO GO FISHING ?4

are fishing

from
from
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THE ADA NE SeES ace, one fochim Spear Spoors fish hechuend, and sushi our
octupus, baked eel, shrimp, and tuna also rate high. In
Japan everybody eats the fish dishes and some of the
Japanese, especially the country dwellers, virtually live on

When We Get Back Home... , HUME
fish and rice.

"Popcorn,
Americans, peanuts, and crackerjack are sold to gathered

but a small ready-packed fish dinner is the
equivalent oriental offering. While riding the trains or
attending games they buy the
small box, complete with chopsticks,
two layers. On the bottom is rice.
and radishes and meat and and
there is a one-layer package done up in aluminum for
laborers who carry their lunch to work.

With the vim and vigor that Americans eat sizzling
steaks and Southern fried chicken, the Japanese eat their

wooden-packaged meal. The
is separated into
On top are fish
cucumber. And

fish, cooked or raw. Most
to raw fish, but some of

back home they may attempt to prove to the little woman
that raw fish is a dish fit for kings.

the Gis are not
are, and when

NICE OF YOU TO PREPARE DINNER, DEAR
BUT IT STILL LOOKS RAW ! "

hei

layer
pickles

of
them

attracted
they get
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RICE is to the Japanese what bread is to the
No meal is complete without it, and

paddies which spring endlessly throughout the small
see to it that every meal is complete.

Servicemen never partake of Japanese meal without
downing huge piles of the white and fluffy food. It is
gohan, the food of the masses. It goes especially well
with sukiyaki, the delicious cooked beef that tantalizes
tourists. Also tantalizing is sake, very popular and po-
tent wine made from rice. It is heated and drunk from tiny
cups. When drunk from large cups, it tends to get one
stinko (brother, you've had it!").

Rice also has special fascination for the foreigner
when he watches the Japanese eat it out of a bowl with
chopsticks. The Japanese diner holds the rice-filled bowljust

from below bowl his to mouth mouth with and amazing sends the speed. chopsticks In
all, the bowl is emptied and the diner's tummy is filled.

Rice, Flavored with soy sauce, soon becomes a "must"
on the serviceman's menu. And when he gets back home,
he still likes to have it available in large quantities.

When We Get Back Home..., HUME

We h ly

Cc.
NING 'V lo

• BUT DARLING WOULDN'T IT
BE SIMPLER TO JUST BUY IT ?

Amer-
the rice
country

whirling
no time at
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TT IS SAID
L health-giving vitamins A and C. If
ese are the healthiest human beings in the world.
down green tea like the servicemen down free beer.

Green tea is Japan's favorite drink and it is drunk all
day long, at home and at work. It is served with everymeal.

In popularity, green tea is equal to coffee in America.
Kofi; (it sounds like and is, but it is pronounced co-he)
does not appeal to the Japanese like the mild, fragrant
tea but it is gaining in popularity. Japanese city folk even
prefer it. This, a switch, is an American influence.

Servicemen take to green tea and some service clubs
in Japan, like the club at Yokohama, even stage a "Green
Tea Time." There comes a day when the Gl passes up
coffee for the hot, green-colored drink, and from then on
the coffee pot becomes a rather idle thing.

that green tea contains large portions of the
this is so, the Japan-

They
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CANNE

TEA IS OKAY BUT IT WOULD BE
NICE TO HAVE A CUP OF COFFEE AGAIN !//
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newcomer to Japan
he observes some of the Japanese, men and women,

strolling the streets wearing a mask over their mouths.
Are they bandits? Social outcasts? Refugees from a ho-
spital's operating room?

No, he discovers, they are none of these. They merely
have a cold. The mask prevents the spread of germs and
keeps out the cool, blowing wind. Some of the Japanese,
when going to a crowded place or riding a crowded train,
wear a mask even though they haven't cold. But wear-
ing the mask prevents them from catching a cold from
someone who has a cold but wears no covering. Wakaru
desuka? (Do you understand?)

If an American youngster sees his dad outfitted with
the thieving trademark, he immediately thinks of the old
"cops and robbers" game. And before he can explain,

Pop finds a toy pistol staring him in the face.

A TOUCH OF PANIC nudges the
When We Get Back Home... HUME

*NO-I'M NOT GOING TO BE A BANDIT-
I'VE JUST GOT A COLD!
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TAPANESE CARDS are unique. They are small and thick
and made of a very heavy cardboard. It is almost im-

possible to shuffle the cards "American" style, so they
are shuffled "Japanese" style. The deck rests in the palm
of one hand, and the thumb and middle finger of the
other hand remove some of the cards out of the deck
and place them on top of the pile. This operation is re-
peated and repeated at lightning speed. Like small boy
watches a magician pull a rabbit out of hat, the ser-
viceman watches the Japanese perform their shufflingmagic with the cards.

Perhaps the most popular card game in Japan is hana-
karuta (Flower cards). It is the poker game of Japan and
the ichi-ban game of Japanese gambling houses. For each
month of the year there are four cards branded with a
flower of a tree. January, for instance, grows four pine
trees. April, the month of the cherry blossom, spotlights
the cherry. October marks the maple. The game, besides
providing entertainment, offers a floral education.

Another game, uta-karuta (poem cards) yields something
of literary education. This game is played only on, theNew Year holiday.

And before the game there's that unusual shuffle. After
many hours of practice and crying over spilled cards, the
serviceman also masters the shuffle. But when he gets
back home and displays his mix-'em-up skill, his card partner
may not applaud the Asiatic card acrobatics. Instead, he
may suspect foul play.

When We Get Back Home..., HUME

THAT MAY BE A FAIR SHUFFLE TO YOU
-BUT LET'S DO IT OUR WAY?"
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LISELAME IKE AMERICAN KIDS swarm around the television set,
kids rush to the kami-shibai (paper show).

Traveling proprietors carry the show to cities and towns
and, to the pounding of their big bass drum, they set up
the show on the street corner. The kids hurry to see it.

Kami-shibai features funny stories, cartoons, told through
a series of large, picture cards. A dozen-or-so of the
cards are stacked one behind the other and, as the show-
man keeps pulling out the cards, he narrates the story.

Admission to the "paper show" is free, but the kids
are expected to buy candy from the traveling picture man.
And' the kid who buys the most candy gets to stand up
front, at ringside. The kid who buys no candy is shooedaway, retreated to the rear.

Some of the portable shows are like the goose-pimply
detective thrillers or television adventure serials in that
they are "to be continued." But completed or incompleted
the Japanese kids love the booming excitement of kami-
shibai. American youngsters, though, don't give à hoot
for picture cards and a narrating showman. Their heart is
with Hopalong and Captain Video, the fearless figures ofthe television screen.

When We Get Back Home.. HUME

PHOOEY - WHY DONCHA JUST
BUY US A TELEVISION SET ?

N
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REGENT SONG as I Japanese IS To A Rhumba on bor (ai-yai-yai)ranged from local
and Tokyo

Boogie, to American importations, such as Tennessee Waltz
and Buttons and Bows. But the perennial favorite, the
Stardust of Japan, is a tender ballad called Shina NoYoru (China Night).

When We Get Back Home..., HUME

The
serviceman's love,
innocently wrecks
Ain't Got No Yo-Yo."
Japanese listen to the
tones they discuss his
matter with this

Japanese and the servicemen love the song. The
somewhat shattering. He

by singing She
and disbelief the

vocalizing serviceman, and in low
warped warblings. ("What's the

square? Has he lost his marbles?")

however, is
the touching lyrics

With wonder

The Japanese have a flair for rhythm and to the delight
of adoring Gs they expertly air the flair on club and
cabaret dance floors. They waltz and they tango and they
polka and they jitterbug. They are, in word, hep.

In contrast to the sweet and saucy tunes that now
abound in Nippon, there are still the weird chants played
to the ear-piercing snappings of the samisen: Many ser-
vicemen believe that this stringed musical instrument isstrictly frombeats the strains hunger. As far as they're concerned, nothing

of the dreamy Japanese China Night.

AIN'T GOT NO YO-YO ON THIS THING!"
HEY I CAN'T FIND "SHE

gea
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COME PEOPLE brave the jungles of Africa in search
Dof adventure. Some people go over Niagara in a barrel
for thrills. Some people climb mountains for excitement.
In Japan, this is unnecessary. The serviceman simply takes
a ride on an electric-powered Japanese train.

The Japanese are noted for their politeness and cour-
tesy. But something happens to them when they ride the
trains. They just aren't polite and courteous anymore.
Instead, they are a swarming mob, clutching bundles, brief-
cases, umbrellas, and baby-sans. Without so much as a
gomen nasai(please forgive me), they storm past the amazed
bystander or sweep him right along. Everyone squeezes into
the train. It is crowded. Correction: It is very, verycrowded.

It is like bargain day at Gimbel's. People and packages.
Cheers and chatter. The survival of the fastest. The GI
isn't very fast and he doesn't even get hand-strap to
cling to. But he doesn't need one. He can't move for-
ward or backward. The side lanes are blocked. He stands

absurdly and awkwardly, surveying the heads and
surround him.

there
ears and eyes that

Everybody carries something. Mama-san carries her shop-
ping bundle-and baby-san on back. A young school girl

miraculously studies her lesson. A small boy stubbornly
holds tight to the string of a soaring balloon. Papa-san
hugs his fishing pole. It's the grandstand manner of an
American baseball game, complete with the crowds that
jam Yankee Stadium on the days of the Series.

When We Get Back Home.... HUME

e

SURE - AT FIRST YOU'RE BOUND TO BE
LONESOME ON AN UNCROWDED TRAIN
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TENBIN-BO It sounds like
have discarded from the Hawaiian War Chant.

the name of the oaken carrier the Japanese balances
his shoulder From each end of the pole is, strung a
bamboo basket, and inside the basket are the farmer's
home-grown products, to be sold at market.

A gliding tenbin-bo is only one of the colorful moving
masses seen by the serviceman as he travels the highways
in Japan. A wide and varied assortment of vehicles flows

word the composer might
But it's

are panting three -wheeled motorcycle taxicabs.
There are jeeps and bicycle-propelled rickshaws. There are
huge busses splashed with all colors of the rainbow. There
are, sleek American autos and horse-drawn carts. There are
Army patrol cars and monstrous trucks loaded down withthousands of empty sake bottles.

There are screeching streetcars and bicycles driven at
breathtaking speed aimed at screeching pedestrians. And,
last but not least, there is Public Enemy No. to the
human nostril-the honeybucket. It in no way smells like
honey. This horse-drawn cart with its load of bucketed
garbage is a rolling city dump.

With amazement the serviceman watches the magical
maneuvers of the open road celebrities. And, as in the
case of the tenbin-bo, he too is soon driven with thedesire to live dangerously.
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THE WHEELED KING of the Japanese streets is the
bicycle. It is the best bet for making time on the

crowded and narrow streets. All the Japanese, young and
old, ride them. With •uncanny precision, the bikes dart in
and out of traffic. They are steered around cars, taxis,
streetcars, and rickshaws with astounding ability and agility.

The bicycle is the number one foe of the pedestrian in
Japan. It comes from out of nowhere and even faster
becomes blur down the highway. In the hurried mean-a

time the pedestrian jumps madly, screams savagely, tosses
packages wildly, and inevitably enters into state of panic.Very often very little of the bicycle or the rider is
visible. All one sees is a moving mass of paraphernalia
storming down the road. The bikes often double as deliv-
ery trucks or moving vans and, to fashion an under-
statement, they are loaded. It is a common sight to see the

two-wheeler spinning along with boxes, barrels, bottles,
etcetera, et cetera, and et cetera lashed to itsblankets,

feeble framework.

Because of this, the serviceman comes to eye the bi-
cycle with a new respect. When he gets back home,
where others use the bike to deliver their papers or take
their joy rides, he puts it to good use by Asiatically load-
ing it down with everythina, as they say, but the kitchensink.
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TN GETTING their message across to the Americans, the
- Japanese have adopted a very lopsided, cockeyed sign
language. The signs of the language flash distorted phras-
es and wayward words. They dot the Japanese country.
Their advertising ballyhoo usually becomes a humorous
jumble in the serviceman's mind, but somehow the mainidea limps into focus.

Cabaret signs often set the wordy pace for the peculiar
posters. One cabaret shouts, "1000 of Beautiful Girls.
Give your Passionate Cheek. Homely Atmosphere." An-
other boasts that "No Body Can Find Out More Nice
Place Than Our Night Club." Another cabaret sign shuns
the soft, graceful approach of sophisticated advertising
and happily exclaims "Wow! Cold Beer, eh? Let's Go!To Keep Up Our Morale!"

A Japanese tire repair man's sign reads: "Specialist in
Puncture.' A sign posted at a highway's busy intersection
warns the driver to "Speed Keep Strictly." A railroad
overhead spanning the highway wears on its side the sug-gestion that drivers "Pray Safety Traffic.'

These are the typical signs of the sign language. They're
\

as much a part of the country now as hot dogs with
sake, saddle shoes with kimono, and "so long, Joe" with
sayonara, boy-san." The signs aren't stupendous but
they'll do. They aren't accurate but they're adequate.

Webster may turn in his grave occasionally. Advertising
men may join the foreign legion. English teachers may
hide their impressionable pupils. But does it all matter if
"What They're About Talking We Know."
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MACHINES and gigantic arithmetic - minded
registers are replaced in Japan by a small and

simple rack of wooden balls called a soroban. This pocket-
size, inanimate genius miraculously adds, subtracts, mul-
tiplies, and divides at the touch of nimble Japanese fin-
gers. By counting the balls as he moves them up and down,
the merchant knows just how much the bill is and how
much change the customer has coming. (So swiftly and
with such ease does the soroban work, one gets the im-
pression that the bamboo bookkeeper is also capable of

forecasting the weather, formulating plans for world peace,
and fathering children.)

The serviceman watches the merchant perform mathema-
tical magic on the soroban and he craves to learn the
sliding-ball operation. When he does learn, he too goes
without adding machines even at that time of year when
Uncle Sam drives him into a duel and dilemma withhis income tax.
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IF THERE Japanese WERE scaffold to be would vanugiohth. be the unanimous choicewonder of the world,
When We Get Back Home... HUME

of ogling servicemen. It is weird structure. It is not
made of spiked lumber. It is made of poles, which are
tied together with straw ropes.

When erecting the scaffold, Japanese workmen are an
interesting sight. They scurry to and fro with bunches of
long straw rope dangling from their waists like tails. And
up on the scaffold the men seem to be caught in a wooden
and rectangular spider web.

Japanese scaffolds never rise too high because Japan
is a land of low buildings. Frequent earth-quaking ex-
periences rule out towering skyscrapers. Slight earthy trem-

occurrence. The serviceman meets the
first shakee-shakee with a lump in his throat; the second
with heroic stance; and the third with the complete
indifference of a native.

However, he is not indifferent about Japanese scaffolds.
He finds them constructively intoxicating. And back home
he sets them up for the house.
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WHEN TE ESERVICEMAN amazedgets his first good look atat the Japanese way of doing
things. Why, he wonders, do the Japanese do everything
backwards?

Well, the Japanese feel the same amazement when
they eye the habits of the Americans. Why, the Japanese
wonders, does the American beckon a person by Flapping
his hand with the palm toward him instead of palm away?
Why does he sit on a hard, wooden chair at a high,
wooden table and eat meals with tools of steel? And
why does he always begin reading a magazine at the end?

The beginning of the magazine for the American is the
end of the magazine for the Japanese because Japanese
magazines begin at the back. Their writing is in perpen-
dicular columns and, again contrary to the American
method, is read from right to left.

This strikes the • serviceman as strange but
•spends some time in Nippon it becomes, like
else, quite natural and orderly. And when he
home, he may not understand the literary turnabout.

When We Get Back Home...bu HUME
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THERE IS, NEVER NEVER one POnIE. moshi. It is always two. Moshi,When We Get Back Home... HUME
The denwa (telephone) in Japan buzzes to the tune of

moshi, moshi. Americans say hello and British say are you
there?, but the Japanese always give out with the echo-
ting statement.

With
takusan Americans and Japanese simultaneously

sending the phone dials whirling, making telephone call
in Japan is sometimes somthing of challenge. The ser-
viceman may pick up a phone in Tokyo with the intention
of calling a buddy some fifty miles away in the country
town of Oppama, down near Yokosuka. The connection,
however, may never be made because lines and circuits
often run wild. And the Tokyo Gl may get a talkative
Yokohama papa-san on the end of the line. Papa-san
moshi, moshis all over the place and the serviceman is
left floundering in a sea of unfamiliarity.

But exactly as he becomes infiltrated with other Japan-
ese customs, the Gl soon adopts the telephone etiquette
of Japan. He buries the trite, old hello greeting and
Asiatically sings out with- the two magic-sounding words.

MOSHI - MOSHI - MOSHI - MOSHI..
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WHEN A JAPANESE meets a friendo (a word favoredJapanese and Americans alike; it means friend,
only more so) or a new acquaintance, he does not shake
hands, he bows. He may bow once or twice or three
times, and the other party will match him bow for bow.
When it comes time for the two to part, the bowing
begins anew. Up, down, up, down.

As he watches their vigorous body greeting, the ser-
viceman is inclined to sway dizzily; he watches the pro-
ceedings with reeling wonder. But he soon realizes that
it is a very rich and royal way of saying hello. He doesn't
have to worry about having his hand clamped in a strong-
man's grip and--if he bows politely and properly-he
doesn't have to worry about crashing skulls.

the serviceman unconsciously picks
custom. When he gets back home

and meets a Stateside tomodachi, (also, friend) he com-
pletely forgets that he is in the land of shaking hands.

Before very long,
up the "heads down"

When We Get Back Home... HUME
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OVER THE THE NEARS, YEARS Japan Japan hee has become bocea home to the
to understand

to love the people and the ways of Nippon. He has
a new life, and the new life has made him, the American,Asiatic.

With a misty eye he packs his bag and says his sa-
yonaras. He boards a ship and as it pulls away from the
Far Eastern shore his heart is heavy. But a part of him,
he knows, will always be in the little country.

After a stay in Japan, the States can never ever be
the same. It will be strange to hear everyone conversing
in English. It will be strange to wander among gigantic
buildings and down crowded streets where no one will
bow and say, ohaiyo gozaimasu. It will be strange to be
back home in America.

The serviceman's wife or family will undoubtedly sense
this and understand. His wife will sympathize with him,
console him, try to make him Forget. She will notice that
he has changed, that he is not quite the same person she
kissed goodbye many long years ago. And she will Figure
that, before it is too late, for his sake and for hers, she
had better lay down the social law.

Sweetly and tenderly, she does.
is snow on top of Fuji-san-her
wander aimlessly. Because for the
and for always, the Asiatic die has been cast.

When We Get Back Home... HUME
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